By CHRISTINE KRALY
News Writer

Along with the new waffle iron and multiple salad bars, South Dining Hall has been renovated to include things that have nothing to do with food. The offices of all the student publications on campus.

The decision to move the student publications — The Observer, Scholastic, The Dome and The Juggler — from LaFortune Student Center to the basement of SDH was reached about two years ago, said Joe Cassidy, director of Student Activities.

According to Cassidy, who proposed the move, it was a "time-consuming" process which included numerous meetings with groups such as Student Activities, Student Affairs and Food Services.

"There were issues raised by all four groups," Cassidy said, who dealt with the publications' concerns. These concerns included security and access to the student body and student government.

Since the basement area of the dining hall "almost exactly" matched that of the space used by the publications in LaFortune, Cassidy felt that the publication's needs would be met.

Not everyone agrees.

The transition has not been a smooth one, according to Patrick Downes, editor-in-chief of Scholastic.

"We've been worried about where computers are going to go, rather than when the next issue is coming out," Downes said.

Although he admits that the new furniture and editor's office are nice perks, Downes feels they in no way make up for the change in location.

"We're further away from Student Union Board, who we need to contact on a regular basis," said Downes. "It's definitely, all things considered, been a negative thing."

"This move wasn't about the students at all, it was about administration," said John Peschke, co-editor-in-chief of The Dome.

Peschke, who said that The Dome's office is a "wreck" and offers "no convenience," also said that the yearbook is "substantially behind.

"We lost a list of the work from last year," added Peschke.

"The students are not the only ones who have voiced their complaints.

"The offices should have remained in LaFortune," said Dennis Moore, director of Public Relations and Information. "LaFortune is the crossroads of the campus, especially for the student newspaper."

While Cassidy admits that "it would have been the publications' concerns."

Surveys rank accounting programs in top 10

By BILL UNOWSKI
Assistant News Editor

The Accounting department has been finding its calculations finishing up in the top 10 lately.

Surveys ranked Notre Dame seventh in the nation for the number of students graduating, according to Tom Schaefer, chairman of the department, who came to Notre Dame this year from Florida State University.

"It's going to enhance it greatly, although Notre Dame has been fairly high for a while — it's come to be expected," he said.

The new "Big 5" accounting firms consist of Arthur Andersen, Deloitte & Touche, Ernst & Young, KPMG Peat Marwick and PriceWaterhouse-Coopers.

There are many reasons why ND students are attractive to these firms.

"First of all, the accounting program is fairly rigorous and attracts a high caliber student," Schaefer said. He also cited the overall university experience with a liberal arts curriculum and the national student body.

Russell Kitchener, acting director for career and placement services, said recruiters know what to get when they hire a Notre Dame graduate.
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The Paradox of Our Age

ELIXING, Ky.

With students forced to take their parties off campus because of the new drug policy, residents in the Aylesford neighborhood are complaining of littering, loud music and destruction of property.

"Students have no respect for private property," said Lisa Ahlstrom, a resident of the Aylesford neighborhood.

She said she has seen beer cans littering residents' yards, broken fences and even students urinating in nearby Transylvania Park. On her own property, she said, students broke part of a fence post and left garbage in the front yard.

She said she has complained to the students about their behavior, but they just ignored her. She said she was surprised to see college students act that way. "I expect 21- and 22-year-olds to behave as responsible adults," she said.

Now she is calling on others for help.

"I think university officials should help Lexington police and community officers in resolving the problem," Johnson said.

Nelson French, a minister who lives on Aylesford Place, said he agrees with Johnson's Monday night to bright red, white and blue lights that students were flashing near his bedroom window. "Aylesford looks like a war zone," French said.

Dry-campus leads to problems with neighbors of university

Although he said he likes most UK students and enjoys the atmosphere, he agrees with Johnson that some students need more respect for the property of others.

Residents have called on the police and the mayor to help resolve this matter. Police Chief Larry Walsh said Lexington police have issued close to 200 citations students last weekend and the alcohol-related offenses.

"There has been an increase in complaints this year, and the football games haven't started yet," Walsh said.

"I want to get the word out to UK students to be respectful of peoples' private property," he said.

The mayor invited Mayor Pam Miller to tour the neighborhood last week. She toured last Thursday and will return tonight, Johnson said.

The mayor was unavailable for comment.

Researcher faces murder charges

Oto Orlik stood mute in the courtroom Wednesday as he was charged with the brutal stabbing of his 14-year-old disabled daughter and the attempted murder of his wife. A nosy reporter of a room at his first court appearance, a no-nonsense police captain, said the Orlik case is a "crime of the century." She requested his bail set at $500,000.

Court Commissioner Todd Meuer set Orlik's bail at $320,000. Orlik, 38, is a researcher of veterinary sciences at UW-Madison. On Aug. 29, he allegedly argued with his wife, Oculina Orlikova, in their west side apartment and later slashed the throat of their daughter, Lenka Orlikova, court records stated. At 7:50 a.m., police entered Orlik's apartment, located at 4725 Sheboygan Ave., and discovered Lenka's body in the living room with her throat slashed and multiple stab wounds. Orlik was found unconscious in a front hallway, apparently from self-inflicted knife wounds, police said.

According to a report issued Wednesday, Danica said she and Orlik had been having "marriage problems."

New activity transcript faces delays

What students do outside the walls of a classroom soon will receive the same recognition as what they do inside. The student activity transcript will show all of the Oklahoma State University organizations students have participated in since their freshman year. University officials working on the activity transcript hope to accommodate seniors graduating in December, but Jennifer Hoffman, campus life grad assistant to charge of special programs and events, said delays are anticipated. Activity transcripts are tentatively available for May graduates. Delays are said to be caused by the nnimal number of people and equipment available to work on the project. A copy of the activity transcript is free to the student. If students want a copy mailed, $1 will be charged for postage and handling, Hoffman said. The idea for the transcript was the last spring, and the program is in the last stages of development, Hoffman said.
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Woman files suit after alleged rape

A woman who alleges she was raped at Delta Upsilon in 1996 has filed a suit against both the Institute and the fraternity for negligence. The suit alleges that the woman, Angela Colt, was served so much alcohol she could not fend off her attacker. Colt filed suit Monday against MIT, DU's national corporation, and the chapter's alumni association, which owns the house. The suit alleges a "negligence failure to ensure the safety of those lawfully on the premises of MIT's fraternity houses."

Matthew Keller a 1997 MIT graduate, the alleged assailant, was also named as a defendant in the case.

Cott, then 17, and a co-worker attended a party at the fraternity on Aug. 2, 1996. Cott's co-worker was a DU brother from another college living in the MIT chapter over the summer, according to The Boston Globe. The alleged assailant was not a member of the fraternity.

"Matthew Keller was definitely not a brother," said Jeffrey Steinbeider '99, DU rush chair.

Renowned prof dies in airplane crash

Dr. Roger Williams, an internationally recognized expert in the field of cardiovascular genetics and professor of internal medicine at the University of Utah School of Medicine, died Wednesday in the crash of a Swissair jetliner off the coast of Nova Scotia. He was 54. Williams was an influential member of the medical community both at the University and worldwide. Barbara Horne, an office coordinator at Utah Cardiovascular Genetics Research Clinic, says she has known Williams for eleven years and he "was always very kind to her and the other employees. She said that she remembers Williams saying, "I've never been in trouble by being nice to my employees." Horne added that the mood of the clinic is devastation, shock and the feeling that it hasn't really hit them yet. Williams was a native of Ogden. He attended Weber State University for his undergraduate work, and graduated from the University's medical school.

The views expressed in the Inside Column are those of the author and not necessarily of those of The Observer.
Police end youth rally by force

Associated Press

NEW YORK
Mayor Rudolph Giuliani stepped up his defense Sunday of police officers who stormed the stage at a youth rally in Harlem on Saturday, saying that they had decided to move in only after the keynote speaker began urging the crowd to "riot and murder."

Tensions about the rally's abrupt ending mounted Sunday, with the organizers and community leaders in Harlem accusing the city of using excessive force to shut down what had been a peaceful event.

They threatened to sue the city, saying the police had defied a court order permitting the rally and had violated the civil rights of thousands of participants.

Giuliani has given several explanations for the police action. Early Sunday, he said at a news conference that organizers had flouted a "sacred" court order by going off the stage at a youth rally in Harlem on Saturday, saying the police had violated the rally and had violated the civil rights of thousands of participants.

Giuliani has given several explanations for the police action. Early Sunday, he said at a news conference that organizers had flouted a "sacred" court order by going off the stage at a youth rally in Harlem on Saturday, saying the police had violated the rally and had violated the civil rights of thousands of participants.

"If you want to know why the police came in at 4:01, go over a section of Lenox Avenue known as Malcolm X Boulevard, where a crowd of riot gear assembled behind the stage, Muhammad told the crowd to gird themselves for possible attacks by the police. If attacked by officers, he said, members of the crowd should "take their guns away and use their guns in self-defense."

Just as Muhammad was finishing his five-minute speech, a police helicopter swooped low over a section of Lenox Avenue known as Malcolm X Boulevard, where a crowd of riot gear assembled behind the stage, Muhammad told the crowd to gird themselves for possible attacks by the police. If attacked by officers, he said, members of the crowd should "take their guns away and use their guns in self-defense."

One civilian was injured as the crowd was dispersed, but not seriously. About 15 police officers also received minor injuries.

Giuliani and Police Commissioner Howard Safir said after the rally that they wanted Muhammad to be charged with inciting to riot. Although they said so again Sunday, no charges had been pressed by Sunday night.

University appoints new housing boss

Kachmarik earned bachelor's and master's degrees in education from Bowling Green State University and is completing his doctorate in higher education at Pennsylvania State University.

Kachmarik will be responsible for housing more than 4,600 Notre Dame undergraduate and postgraduate students who are fighting cancer.

Classes Begin Thursday, September 10
Continuous Program - $18.00 Per Semester
Meets: Tuesdays & Thursdays 6:00-7:30
Rockne Rd. 219
Black Belt Instructor: Carl Putnam
Register In Advance at RecSports
For More Info, Call 1-610-269-3456
Demonstration
Tuesday, September 8, Rockne Rd. 219 6:30PM
www.nd.edu/~recsport

IN CONCERT
BLESSED UNION OF SOULS

Siegfried Chapel
Tuesday, Sept. 8
7:00 p.m.

please contact Fr. John Conley, CSC or Katie Pytlak at 631-5242 or stop by the Badin Campus Ministry office with any questions.
SDH
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Kirk feels the change is a good one because the dining hall is becoming a central area on campus due to the new 24-hour space. Cassidy, too, is pleased with the results of the move and believes the students should be as well. "The offices" are much more technologically friendly and the dark rooms, especially, got bigger," said Cassidy. He admits that it would be "uncomfortable for anyone to move in and get operational," but that the dining hall space will better serve the publications than LaFortune.

As for how the students will adjust to the new surroundings, both Cassidy and Kirk agree that only time will tell.
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"Their interest in coming here is based on a clear sense that graduates are well prepared to perform and produce immediately," he said.

According to statistics from the 1997 graduating class, 148 out of the 208 accounting majors took jobs with Big 6 firms, and a full 90.4 percent of the students had passed graduation commitments.

"That's really amazing when you look at other schools in the U.S.," Schaefer said. "It's an indication of how well-respected the program is."

Notre Dame has won acclaim for both its undergraduate and masters programs. The Public Accounting Report, another industry newsletter, has ranked both the undergraduate program and the masters of accounting as sixth in the nation. The survey is based on a poll of faculty members at colleges and universities. One of the strengths of the undergraduate program lies in its Project Discovery curricular change, which was led by former department chair, Thomas Frecka, according to Schaefer.

"It emphasizes an active learning approach and a total business approach that allows students to see the big picture," Schaefer said.

Kitchner agreed, saying that the Big 5 firms "appreciate multi-faceted and well-rounded graduates." He added, "Our accounting majors have a soul and offer a broad perspective."

The high ranking for the masters of accounting is notable, because this is the first year it has been offered. There are many reasons for such a high percentage of graduates going to the top public accounting firms:

"Accounting is one of the few majors in which a student can be directly brought into the profession," Schaefer said. "The firms have great training programs and reputations and offer great challenges early on."

Many students use on-campus recruiting opportunities to get internships, which can often lead to job offers after graduation. "It allows us to cultivate strong corporate relationships with many firms that are mutually beneficial," Schaefer added.

The Responsible Man

A lecture by Harvey C. Mansfield

Political scientist and Machiavelli scholar Harvey C. Mansfield is the William R. Kenan, Jr., Professor of Government at Harvard University and author of Machiavelli's Virtue and America's Constitutional Soul. He believes that we all favor responsibility but we have doubts about manliness, and asks in his lecture if there is a special manly responsibility we cannot do without?

Thursday, September 10, 1998
7:30 p.m.
141 DeBartolo Hall

Kitchner said.

Along with lucrative compensation packages, Kitchner said that a main reason graduates are attracted to these firms are that they "allow moving and growing, both geographically and within the organization." He also added that there are many excellent smaller firms with similar employment opportunities.

The first annual Eric and Mary Wealfal University of Notre Dame Press Lecture
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Chinese control killer floods

BEIJING

Chinese President Jiang Zemin declared victory Sunday over the worst flooding to sweep northeast China in decades but said the country faced another building challenge. Ending a tour of disaster areas in the north-east, Jiang praised the people and military for working together in combating the flooding, state media reported. "The nation should carry forth this spirit in helping the people to rebuild their homes," the Xinhua News Agency quoted Jiang as saying. Flooding caused by rains that fell earlier and harder than usual have killed more than 3,000 people nationwide and left millions homeless. Economic losses have exceeded 166 billion yuan ($20 billion). Worst hit have been the north-east and the Yangtze River basin in central China.

Nationalists claim victory in Maltese Election

VALLETTA, Malta

The leader of Malta's Nationalist Party claimed victory Sunday in parliamentary elections and said he would move quickly to strengthen ties between this tiny island nation and the rest of Europe. Eddie Fenech Adami said he would revive Malta's bid for membership in the 15-member European Union, an effort that had been frozen by the Labour Party of Prime Minister Alfred Sant. Conceding he had failed in his gamble that early elections would strengthen his party's one-vote majority in the 65-seat parliament, resigning, allowing Fenech Adami to be quickly sworn in as the new leader of Malta. Official results of Sunday's elections were expected sometime Monday, but party officials had access to partial tallies of the handwritten ballots.

Pope denounces horoscopes

CASTEL GANDOLFO, Italy

Pope John Paul II urged people Sunday to turn to prayer rather than to psychics and astrology when they're looking for guidance, delivering a tough message in a nation where horoscopes and lucky lotto numbers are popular. John Paul, speaking from his window at his summer retreat outside Rome, noted it was a time of year when many were returning to school, returning to work, and laying plans for the future. If we want to live our lives well, we must learn to decipher the design written in the mysterious signals that God has put in our daily stories," the pope told the faithful gathered below for his weekly Sunday speech.

Divers recover data recorder

HALIFAX

Divers battling murky, choppy seas found crucial clues on the ocean floor Sunday, one of the two Flight recorders of Swissair Flight 111 and three large pieces of wreckage believed to be the plane's fuselage. It was a major breakthrough for investigators, who previously had gathered little concrete evidence to shed light on why the MD-11 jetliner plunged into the sea Wednesday, killing all 229 people on board.

Some of [the pieces of the wreckage] are squashed. It's in very poor shape, but it is visible and it looks like an aircraft fuselage.

CAPT. PHIL WEBSTER

a laboratory in Ottawa for examination. If it's in good condition, it would provide more than 100 types of technical data that could help explain why the plane's cockpit filled with smoke and why the plane's emergency conversation with traffic controllers was cut off six minutes before the crash.

The so-called black box and the wreckage were found five miles offshore at a depth of 190 feet by divers working with hand-held sonar devices. Gordon said the 12 divers were able to work at that depth for only about seven minutes at a time, with their visibility limited to about 10 feet.

Divers will continue searching for the second black box - the cockpit voice recorder that would reveal other noises in the cockpit in addition to the already available conversation with controllers.

The flight-data recorder was found near the three large pieces of wreckage. Some of them are squashed. It's in very poor shape, but it is visible and it looks like an aircraft fuselage.

CAPT. PHIL WEBSTER

a spokesperson.

Help for the searchers was on its way. The CSS Grapple, a U.S. Navy rescue and salvage ship that assisted in the deep-sea investigation of the TWA Flight 800 crash in 1996, embarked Sunday from Philadelphia, bound for the search area.
The photographer at a wedding last summer approached me before the service and asked if I wanted to see a picture of his kids. He then removed from his wallet a professional photo of two little boys with little bows on their head. Elated, the best man promptly reached for his own wallet and removed a picture of his two kids, also in India, who regard the cow as sacred.)

Aaron Krieder recently accused our society (or maybe just the Notre Dame Administration) of "specism," by which he means the oppression of other animal species. To combat this injustice, Krieder has become a vegan, that is, he does not eat meat, eggs, or dairy products. Some think this sounds a bit extreme. On the contrary, I think that prokaryote, fungus, or vegetable species simply because we do not happen to be sentimental about them. So it seems that if the vegans are going to carry their reasoning to its logical conclusion, they will have a pretty difficult time of it. But I digress. Let us return to the intriguing suggestion of the photographer and best man that it is better for a husband and wife to have dogs, rather than children. While it may be easier to potty-train dogs than children (though a certain chihuahua I know is evidence to the contrary), it seems that they can eat us, rather than we can eat them.)

Another pioneer of similar research, Dr. John Lilly, who claimed that dolphins have all sorts of metaphysical and mystical knowledge, after years of trying to communicate with them, finally changed his profession. He now studies the effect of mind-altering drugs on the individual human consciousness. As Walker Percy commented, "He jumped from a tank of dolphins into the tank of himself!"

In the last analysis, it seems that there are advantages to having children. All things considered, there is just no substitute for good old human safeguards. After all, teaching Spot to fetch the paper can never compare to hearing a child's first words. And, come to think of it, are we not sure that all dogs really do go to heaven?"
Thanks to the Gipps, Rockne, and Rudy, all the world knows about Fighting Irish football. But very few people know about the baseball contributions of the sons of Notre Dame. Here are five in way too little to express their accomplishments, but let’s take a quick overview.

**Cappy Gagnon**

Cap Anson was one of the first players in the National Association, the first Major League, in 1874. Cap was arguably the most prominent baseball figure in the nineteenth century as a player, manager, and colorful character. Cap played on the Wabash’s at Notre Dame, the campus champions in the mid-1860’s. He was the playing manager of the Cubs back when that was a good thing.

Bert Litsky was Notre Dame’s top player in 1888, the first year Notre Dame played games off campus. Bert had an undistinguished career in the majors, but the Lou Sockalexis came along in 1892. Thanks to McNeill’s pitching, the Irish whipped the Cleveland Spiders. Firewater again into a Minor League game, the first “Williams Shift” was created because of Cy.

**Mike Walsh**
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Mike Myers stars in "54," a drama about the infamous Studio 54. What concerns Scene is whether or not his performance is as engaging as the script or, just another Saturday Night Live-esque impression.

Mike Myers's portrayal of him is starkly and intrinsically wretched. He brings to the role a complexity that was completely inadequate. His performance lacks focus and is of an entirely different character than the one in the movie. It is as if Myers is trying to do all the things at once that would make this character interesting, but he is not able to do any of them justice.

The story is told through the eyes of Shane, who dreams of escaping his working-class life in New Jersey and making it into the exclusive club Studio 54 in Manhattan. Shane, played by Ryan Phillippe, makes it into the exclusive club because of his innocent face and makes it into the exclusive club. Shane, played by Ryan Phillippe, makes it into the elite eyes of Shane, who dreams of escaping this surreal world of sex, drugs, and rock and roll, or disco at least, in his movie "54." Shane first appears with his family, Shane O'Shea, a young kid from New Jersey, as he gets lured across the river into the sex-drugs-and-disco world of Studio 54. Shane, played by "I Know What You Did Last Summer" poster girl Selma Hayek, a hat-check girl at the club who has a general premise and they had a premise that didn't have a person a all its own. Disco music and the disco culture, which has a huge part of the culture, due to the fact that the music was of such a huge part of the culture, that was wanted to create this character. Although his portrayal of Steve Rubell was genuinely portrayed, it was still a failure at a attempt to depict Studio 54 in the same raw manner that the film "Welcome to the Dollhouse" did. Unlike Dirk Diggler, "54" came up as too short.

The story is told through the eyes of Shane, who dreams of escaping his working-class life in New Jersey and making it into the exclusive club Studio 54 in Manhattan. Shane, played by Ryan Phillippe, makes it into the exclusive club because of his innocent face and makes it into the exclusive club. Shane, played by Ryan Phillippe, makes it into the elite eyes of Shane, who dreams of escaping this surreal world of sex, drugs, and rock and roll, or disco at least, in his movie "54." Shane first appears with his family, Shane O'Shea, a young kid from New Jersey, as he gets lured across the river into the sex-drugs-and-disco world of Studio 54. Shane, played by "I Know What You Did Last Summer" poster girl Selma Hayek, a hat-check girl at the club who has a general premise and they had a premise that didn't have a person a all its own. Disco music and the disco culture, which has a huge part of the culture, due to the fact that the music was of such a huge part of the culture, that was wanted to create this character. Although his portrayal of Steve Rubell was genuinely portrayed, it was still a failure at a attempt to depict Studio 54 in the same raw manner that the film "Welcome to the Dollhouse" did. Unlike Dirk Diggler, "54" came up as too short.

Scene Movie Critic

She says that...
A first came flashes of brilliance, like when Irish tailback Autry Denson burst through the defensive line of Michigan for a 58-yard gain. Then came the barrage of excellence in the second half, highlighted by Notre Dame quarterback Jairus Jackson’s off-balance scramble and completion to Raki Nelson at the 10-yard line. Nelson’s short run sealed the upset victory over the defending National Champions and giving Notre Dame its first lead of the game. AUtry Denson burst through the Michigan 15-yard line when kicker Jim Sanson nailed a 32-yard field goal to get Notre Dame to nine. "There was not much to say at the half," Davie said about what was talked about in the locker room. "We knew what we were doing wrong, and what we needed to do to win. We knew we had to capitalize on or chance during the second half and we did. During the second half we stepped it up and played like we knew we could." At this point in the game, the momentum began to shift. On the ensuing kickoff, Brock Williams dealt Wolverine tailback Clarence Williams a devastating blow knocking the ball loose. Tony Driver recovered the fumble for the Irish, which led to the Jackson to Dan O’Leary completion giving Notre Dame its first lead of the game. "I think without a question that it was a game of momentum," Michigan head coach Lloyd Carr said. "We had some in the first half, but we didn’t take advantage of the opportunities. Notre Dame got the momentum in the second half, and then we turned the ball over. We had big plays in the second half where we got the opportunities to score points, and we didn’t do it. So instead of turning the momentum around, we maintained the momentum for Notre Dame."

The second key turnover, which sealed the Wolverines’ fate, came on a blocked field goal attempt. Linebacker Jimmy Friday burst through the defensive line and got his hand on the ball. Cornerback Ty Goode recovered the ball at the Notre Dame 48-yard line. "The two [Michigan] turnovers [early in the third quarter] really helped," Davie said. "They changed the momentum of that game. Both plays helped." Michigan’s offense appeared sloppy at times, yet it also showed flashes of brilliance with its freshman quarterback and outstanding receivers Tai Streets and Marcus Knight. Michigan attained 24 first downs to Notre Dame’s 19, mostly due to these players. "That was obviously a big, big win," Davie said. "When you become a head coach and you’ve got a big win over a team like Michigan, that’s exciting." Davie said. "We had the best performances of his career rushing for 162 yards.

By KATHLEEN LOPEZ  
Sports Editor

\[ \text{Hail to the Victors!} \]

\begin{tabular}{|l|l|l|}
\hline
\textbf{PLAYER OF THE GAME} & \textbf{QUOTE OF THE GAME} & \textbf{STAT OF THE GAME} \\
\hline
Jackson stole the spotlight but Autry Denson gets the nod. The senior had the best performances of his career rushing for 162 yards. & "He’s like a boxer. He’s taken some shots. And you know what he does? He fights back." & It was true Notre Dame football — 36 points, ten passing attempts. Lou Holtz would be proud. \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
Little things add up to big victory

By ALLISON KRILLA
Associate Sports Editor

It was a tale of two halves, one of apprehension and missed opportunities, another of confidence and assertive opportunities, another of apprehension and missed opportunities, another of confidence and assertive.

But through it all, one force remained unswerving - the Notre Dame defense.

Michigan's famed defensive unit was supposed to be powerful and stingy. The Big Blue returned nine starters from 1997, when the defense finished second in the nation in total defense, scoring defense and pass efficiency, allowing a mere 9.5 points and 222 yards per game.

Yet it was the Irish who refused to be pushed around by running backs Clarence Williams, Anthony Thomas and Justin Fargas. It was the Irish who refused to be pushed around by running backs Clarence Williams, Anthony Thomas and Justin Fargas.

McDougal, Rick Mirer, Kent Graham, Tony Rice and Kory Minor at drop back, Linebackers: B+

In his absence, the Irish could be unstoppable.

The second half effort put a quality guy ready to come in, working through the summer, so you knew you had a quality guy ready to come in. The fact that we were rotating and you knew you had a substitute meant you could go 100 percent because you knew you had a quality guy ready to come in.

Senior tailback Autry Denson had his 18th 100-yard game in which he netted 163 yards and two touchdowns in Notre Dame's upset victory over Michigan.

Game continued from page 1

It was impressive in his absence, recording three tackles, two unassisted.

The rotation was great, said Ferrer. They ran a lot of plays in the first half that I think if one group had just been in the game, they would have really worn our defense down. But the fact that we were rotating and you knew you had a substitute meant you could go 100 percent because you knew you had a quality guy ready to come in.

"The key is that they've all paid the price, they've all worked through the summer, so whenever goes in goes in. And that's the difference," said defensive coordinator Greg Matsion.

While the defense responded well to the Wolverine's pressure, holding them to 150 net yards on the ground, one glaring statistic is still cause for concern. Michigan fared well in their aerial attack, finishing the game with 322 passing yards.

"I'm not concerned about the secondary one bit," said Matsion. "I'm concerned about the pass rush. You can't be a secondary sitting out there while a guy gets 20 minutes to throw the ball. We've got to [the pass rush] in a hurry."

There are still details to iron out before Saturday's Michigan State game, like the pass rush and eliminating mistakes in the red zone (pass interference on third and goal at the seven yard line). But looking at the big picture, the Irish defense is clearly in focus.

Jarious Jackson:
You have to give Notre Dame credit. They played better as the game went on. Which I think shows how much work they did in the offseason.

"We've talked about 'If we do this, this and this, we'll win,'" Dave said. "At some point, you better step up and win. There's a point where you have to win a big football game. I think [this win] jump-starts us."

If the Irish learned one thing last season, it was never to overlook an opponent and it will be key for the team to keep its intensity for the rest of the season. With this weekend's game comes the chance for Jackson and Co. to reclaim Notre Dame's rightful place in the IRISH departments of any proven powerhouse.

Defensive Line: A-

A spectacular effort. Irons was the star of this group with 11 tackles, including five unassisted. He has a supporting cast in Denman at rush end and Jimmy Friday and Ronnie Nicks at line backer, in including Ferrer, who sacked Brady for a six-yard loss on a quarterback sack.

Jim Sanson did his best work against the passing attack. Jim Sanson did his best work against the passing attack. The rotation worked brilliantly as the defense never paid the price, they've all worked through the summer, so whenever goes in goes in.

Senior DB Autry Denson had his 18th 100-yard game in which he netted 163 yards and two touchdowns in Notre Dame's upset victory over Michigan.
Jackson rebounds from first half to ignite Irish

By JOE CAVATO
Assistant Sports Editor

Jarious Jackson was not intimidated by the Michigan defense as he ignited the Irish second-half rally.

The Wolverines coughed it up again, and on the next play Jackson took advantage. He bumped into his fullback and action fake and hit a wide-open Dan O'Leary in the end zone for the first Notre Dame touchdown.

"This goes in the record," Jackson said about the win. "It means we can compete against anyone in the country."

"This was telling everybody to keep your head up and be positive. Things were going to happen."

I am proud of all Jackson

"Everybody came in and we weren't down," Jackson said. "I was telling everybody to keep your head up and be positive. Things were going to happen for us."

I am proud of this team today.

"I knew No. 7 would play for us." Davie said. "I knew I needed to play Jarious Jackson to ignite the second-half rally."

"Rushing behind an offensive line that wore down speed. Running behind an offensive line that wore down speed. Running behind an offensive line that wore down speed."

"Everybody came in and we weren't down," Jackson said. "I was telling everybody to keep your head up and be positive. Things were going to happen for us."

I am proud of this team today.

"Honestly, I felt pretty comfortable the entire game," Davie said. "I've just seen him in those situations before and I knew he could play better, he knew he could play better."

"This goes in the record," Jackson said. "It means we can compete against anyone in the country."

"This goes in the record books in my mind," he continued. "I am proud of myself, and I am proud of this team today."
NOTRE DAME
36
MICHIGAN
20
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"IT'S CALLED PLAYING OUT OF YOUR CHEST. YOU PLAY WITH A LOT OF HEART AND SOUL. THAT'S WHAT WE WERE ALL ABOUT TODAY."
- AUTRY DENSON
“Willie Wonka and the Chocolate Factory”

Director: Mel Stuart
Starring: Gene Wilder, Peter Ostrum and Jack Albertson

By MICHAEL VANEGAS
Assistant Scene Editor

In a few years, many of us will further our trek into adulthood by getting married and having kids. This should lead many to wonder how they will grapple with these new responsibilities — especially that parenting thing.

Fortunately, some parents today and in the future will be able to rely on that good ol’ Disney animation studio for what might replace the baby-sitter — the full-length epic movie cartoon musical. This is now an annual given in the sometimes unpredictable box office scene. And it is basically king of the video store.

But how many times can a mom and dad listen to that whacked-out boat ride that forces one to remember that this film was made in 1971.

This brings the point of this review back to parental responsibility. “Wonka” is a film that provides new parents with guidelines on how to raise a child. Disney makes bundles of money with its colorful portrayals of the animal kingdom and Greek mythology. But can it scare a child into submission? The answer is no. For this, “Wonka” is the number one choice. This is especially obvious when the spooky side of Wonka is manifested throughout the film — in his monologue concerning his visitors’ possible deaths, in his verbal attack against Charlie at the end of the tour, and in his whooshed-out boat ride that forces one to remember that this film was made in 1971.

But still, the film has a happy ending, which wraps up this sweet lesson that all parents and children can and should get out of this classic fantasy.
Terry Fair's Lions?

Monday, September 7, 1998 The Observer
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McGwire and Sosa dry as Cards-Cubs series begins

It was just missed.

Mark McGwire left history on hold Sunday, hitting a ball that hooked foul just before it was about to become his recording 60th home run.

For a few tantalizing seconds, McGwire stood frozen at home plate, watching with the rest of the 47,904 fans at Busch Stadium when he sent a low drive screaming toward the left-field stands in the sixth inning.

But as the ball approached the foul pole, it took a left turn and wound up by about 7 feet. The crowd's roar turned into a groan — it won't count as 60 1/2.

"It's an opportunity for him to enjoy a big moment in history," the Boss said.

But, it was not to be. And a day after McGwire hit his 60th home run, the chase continued.

Facing Tomko, who recently said he wouldn't mind too much giving up the milestone homer, McGwire lined out to shortstop Barry Larkin in the first inning.

McGwire never had a chance to swing in the fourth, walking on four pitches. It was his 147th walk, 23 behind Babe Ruth's single-season record, and prompted a chorus of boos.

Then came the sixth. Fans who had been hiding in the aisles to escape the 98-degree heat came streaming back to their seats as McGwire stepped up to lead off the inning.

Tomeko challenged him with a 93 mph fastball, and McGwire was right on it, maybe even too much. The ball barely went foul and wound up in the hands of Jay Davis, who was actually sitting in fair territory.

"The ball hit down there, careered up," Davis said.

McGwire was called out on strikes to finish that at-bat, offering no complaint to plate umpire Mike Winters.

In the eighth, McGwire hit a liner up the middle that nearly struck pitcher John Hudek in the head. Overshielded second baseman Bret Boone was right in position and threw out McGwire, sending a lot of fans to the exits with the Cardinals lead 3-2.

Pirates 4, Cubs 3

The Sammy Sosa update: 58 and holding.

Sosa went homeless for the first time in four games, allowing Jason Kendall to stop the Chicago Cubs' six-game winning streak with a 10th-inning homer as the Pittsburgh Pirates rallied to win 4-3 Sunday.

Sosa, who had homered in the first two games of the series, will take 58 home runs into Monday's shootout in St. Louis with Mark McGwire after giving 2-0-for-5 with two singles and two strikeouts.

He had homered five times in the last six games — all of them Cubs' victories.

Sosa struck out in the 10th — his 144th strikeout of the season — to help Rich Loiselle (2-7) get out of a two-out, two-on jam that ended with pinch-hitter Brant Brown's strikeout.

Sosa also struck out in the second, reached on an infield error in the fourth and singled in the sixth and seventh.

The Cubs wasted a 3-1 lead in a potentially costly defeat as Jose Guillen hit a tying two-run shot in the sixth off Rodney Myers. Kendall won it with his 12th homer, a one-out shot over the left-field wall off Dave Stevens (1-2), who has allowed 10 runs in his last 14 1-3 innings.

The Pirates halted an eight-game losing streak — their longest in seven years — despite committing three errors. They had eight errors in the series — six by their shortstops, including three by rookie Abraham Nunez in one inning Saturday.

The Cubs' Scott Servais, batting .208 at the time, hit the first of his two doubles in as many innings in the fifth and scored on Lance Johnson's bloop double in front of left fielder Emil Brown.

Brown came in casually on the short fly, giving him no chance to make the catch.

The Pirates scored in their half of the inning on Tony Womack's bases-loaded single. He had to give the lead back with more of the ugly defense they played throughout the series.

Lou Collier misplayed Gary Gaetti's two-out grounder in a two-run sixth — his second error of the game and the fifth by a Pirates shortstop in eight innings. Sammy Alexander took advantage of the error to single in a run, and Servais' double scored a second unwarranted run off Chris Peters.

Major League WILD CARD Standings

American League

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>PCT</th>
<th>GB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BOSTON</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>.579</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TORONTO</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>.535</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEXAS</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>.532</td>
<td>6 1/2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

National League

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>PCT</th>
<th>GB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHICAGO CUBS</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>.563</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NY METS</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>.556</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAN FRANCISCO</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>.535</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOS ANGELES</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>.507</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

21 and STILL stroking his guitar

Happy Birthday, Orty
M. Soccer
continued from page 16

co-captain Matt Johnson, "Andrew's a great player, and we'll miss him, but we have the players to fill in."

The third goal came at the 84th minute of play as Wells scored on a Cox assist. Cox, who missed most of last season after ankle injuries, has returned to be an integral part of the Irish scoring line.

"It was difficult coming back this year, but it's like riding a bicycle. The rest of the team's great play makes it real easy," pointed out Cox. In two games of play, the junior has netted a goal and assisted on three more.

The team was again supported by a defense that allowed only seven Syracuse shots. In goal, Greg Velho got his hands on three saves.

"Velho is playing excellently, but our defense hardly ever makes mistakes. If they do, they're there to cover each other," said Johnson.

Despite the great play so far, the Irish defense hopes to improve on its game even further.

"The exciting thing so far," said co-captain Phil Murphy, "is that we aren't playing as well as we should have. We would like to improve on maintaining the defensive shape for the whole game."

The Irish will look to improve their overall record to 3-0 tomorrow night as they take on regional rival Northwestern at Alumni Field.

The Observer/John Daily

Forward Scott Wells has helped spark an aggressive front line that has given the Irish wins in its first two games.

Need Cash??
Earn $25.00 Today with this Ad and a student ID.
Potential of Earning $145.00 per month for 2 to 4 hours per week of your time. You choose your own schedule.

Plasma Donations Save Lives
Come Donate Today!!
Call 234-6010 and ask for Toni - or stop and see us at 515 Lincolnway West South Bend, IN.

Men's Soccer
Notre Dame vs Northwestern
Tuesday Sept. 8th 7:30pm
Alumni Field
All students, faculty and staff free with ID!!!
Volleyball

continued from page 16

won in three games, the match continued from page 16 to defeat the Irish 15-13 in game two and won game three 15-6.

We had a tough time scoring points," said Brown. "Point scoring comes in three ways - blocking, serving, and defense. Our blocking was pretty good, but our serving and defense could have been better. "We weren't strong enough with our outside hitters, but our middle hitters did a great job.

Colorado is a very balanced and experienced team." The Irish leaned heavily on the play of Treadwell, Boylan and sophomore Jo Jameyson. All three were named to the All-Tournament Team.

Treadwell had 10 defensive digs and hit .429. She also was a strong leader on the court. Boylan had 48 set assists. Jameyson really came into her own with 16 kills and 30 total attack attempts. "We played well against Colorado," said Boylan, "but our communication, intensity, defense and blocking weren't where we needed it to be." Key figures in the Buffaloes' victory were their hitting percentage of .313 compared to the Irish at .242, and the fact that they had 65 defensive digs versus Notre Dame's 44.

"I think our strength was we scored points a little easier than Notre Dame," said Colorado head coach Pii Aiu. "Both teams sided out extremely well. I think they've got a really good team, but they're a little young and young teams sometimes have trouble scoring points. I think Boylan's one of the best setters in the country."

Colorado was the champion of the invitational, also defeating Georgia on Saturday in three games.

Join the Notre Dame Finance Club

First Club Meeting
Monday, September 7th
7:30pm
Room 122 COBA

•Travel to New York City and Chicago on Fall Break
•Meet company representatives at Finance Career Night, September 17th
•Career and internship opportunities
•Organize the Finance Forum
•High exposure to Wall Street Firms
•Dine with Corporate Recruiters

All classes are welcome to join!

Just a reminder...

The Notre Dame Council on International Business Development

invites all majors and years to learn more about this incredibly dynamic organization.

All Council Recruitment Meeting TONIGHT!!
7:30PM
Jordan Auditorium,
College of Business Administration

The World is Waiting... Get Involved.

University of Notre Dame International Study Program at
NOTRE DAME AUSTRALIA

Informational Meeting
With
Professor Greg Gundlach
Fr. Bill Miscamble
Professor Charles Kulpa

TUESDAY SEPTEMBER 8, 1998
4:45 PM
102 DEBARTOLO

1999-00 APPLICATION DEADLINE DEC 1
W.Soccer
continued from page 16
LaKesia Beene and Elizabeth Wagner combined for the shutout of the Mountaineers, as Notre Dame outshot West Virginia, 37-4. The win was the 30th consecutive win for conference opponents in regular season games or in the Big East tournament. The Irish now hold the record for the longest conference unbeaten streak.

The Irish followed up the victory on Friday, with a win over Pittsburgh on Sunday afternoon. The Irish got off to an extremely slow start and found themselves trailing for the first time this season, when Beene gave up a goal to Pitt's Renee Spampirato at 12:22. The Irish struck back at 16:23 when Heff scored off of a Makinzen pass at 16:53 and nestled another goal a minute and a half later. Both teams were held scoreless for the next 30 minutes and the half ended with the Irish up 2-1. The Irish however looked like a completely different team in the second half. "I think we showed our pride in the second half," said Lindsey. "We hate losing and we hate getting scored on. We want to show the crowd that we can play and that we were ready to play. We took it upon ourselves to show the pride of Notre Dame."

Notre Dame poured it on in the second half scoring six more to close out the game with nine unanswered goals. Makinzen had back-to-back goals at 50:12 and 54:09 and Ericksen also had a pair of second-half goals with ones at 58:20 and 66:47. Shannon Roxx, who had an assist in the first half, added a goal at 56:11, while freshmen Kelly Tuliaki scored the first goal of her career at 63:18.

Women's Safety & Self-Defense

The objective of this course is to expose women to basic self-defense techniques as used in real-life crisis situations.

Classes Begin Monday, September 7
10 Sessions on Mondays & Wednesdays
6:30-7:45
Rockne Memorial RM. 219
Register in Advance at RecSports
Registration Fee is $12.00
Call 6100 for more info.

Self-Defense

Women's Safety

Appalachia Seminar

— Explore the cultural richness of Chicago
— Examine issues of diversity and related concerns
— One-credit Theology or Sociology
— One-credit Theology or Government
— Information meeting: Tuesday, September 8, 4:15-4:45 PM

Washington Seminar

— Direct contact with political, agency, and Church leaders in Washington, D.C.
— Service and political awareness opportunities
— One-credit Theology or Government
— Information meeting: Tuesday, September 8, 7:00-7:30 PM

Children & Poverty Seminar

— New seminar examining key children's concerns
— Focus on direct service and policy initiatives
— Site: Boston or New York
— Information meetings: Sept. 2nd, 4:15 PM & Sept. 8th, 6:30 PM

InterAction Weeks

September 6-19
A TWO WEEK PERIOD TO IMPROVE GENDER RELATIONS.

Co-ed groups of students can take advantage of great specials while earning the chance to win prizes ranging from gift certificates, to restaurants and stores, to a Play Station.

To receive the special, show your student ID. To enter the drawing, submit your receipt or movie stub to the HPC office in LaFortune with your name, address, and phone number by September 22.

The Specials

Monday
Fajita Dinner for 2 for $10 at Chili's
Register in Advance at RecSports
RecSports Golf Championship
RecSports Golf Championship — Play 18 holes on Sat., Sept. 19 at the ND Golf Course. This is a play your own ball tournament - tee times begin at 10 a.m. Register and pay $8 at the Golf Pro Shop. Deadline is Wednesday, Sept. 16. Call RecSports for info.

Garfield's
20% off entire bill, one discount per ID

Friday Sept. 11
Free carnations at Titanic courtesy of SUB
Sponsored by HPC

Fall Break Seminars

October 18-23, 1998 Experiential/Service Learning Center for Social Concerns

Cultural Diversity Seminar

— Explore the cultural richness of Chicago
— Examine issues of diversity and related concerns
— One-credit Theology or Sociology
— Information meeting:

Tuesday, September 8, 7:30-8:00 PM

Cultural Diversity Seminar

— Explore the cultural richness of Chicago
— Examine issues of diversity and related concerns
— One-credit Theology or Sociology
— Information meeting:

Tuesday, September 8, 4:15-4:45 PM

Washington Seminar

— Direct contact with political, agency, and Church leaders in Washington, D.C.
— Service and political awareness opportunities
— One-credit Theology or Government
— Information meeting:

Tuesday, September 8, 7:00-7:30 PM

Children & Poverty Seminar

— New seminar examining key children's concerns
— Focus on direct service and policy initiatives
— Site: Boston or New York
— Information meetings:

Sept. 2nd, 4:15 PM & Sept. 8th, 6:30 PM

Applications Available Now at the CSC
Applications Due: Thurs. , Sept. 10, 1998

Officer Training School

Start your career off on the right foot by enrolling in the Air Force Officer Training School. There you will become a commissioned officer and be prepared for a long and fulfilling career in the Air Force. You will receive complete medical and dental care, 30 days of vacation each year, plus the opportunity to travel and see the world. To discover how high a career in the Air Force can take you, call 1-800-423-USAF or visit our website at www.airforce.com.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON THIS DATE: Julie Harris, Corbin Bernsen, Rudy Huitschi, Chester Himes.

Happy Birthday! Don’t be concerned with what everyone else is doing. Try to focus on your own ideas and planning. Today you have enough energy to be productive. You seem to be more in control of your environment. It is not necessary for you to worry about others; they are largely influenced by your actions. You may be able to impress others with your achievements. Today is a day when you can take charge of your life and achieve success. You are likely to be more successful if you are willing to try new things.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

Kahlo

Wanted:

Reporters, photographers and editors. Join The Observer staff.

The Observer

Published Monday through Friday, The Observer is a vital source of information on people and events in the Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s Community.

Join the more than 13,000 readers who have found The Observer an indispensable link to the two campuses. Please complete the accompanying form and mail it today to receive The Observer in your home.

Make checks payable to: and mail to:

The Observer
P.O. Box Q
Notre Dame, IN 46556

☐ Enclosed is $85 for one academic year

☐ Enclosed is $45 for one semester

Name __________________________

Address _________________________

City ___________________________ State ______ Zip ______

© 1998 Universal Press Syndicate

The Observer • TODAY

LOOKING THROUGH THE WIZARD OF ND

DAN SULLIVAN

YOUR HOROSCOPE

EUGENIA LAST

ACROSS

1 Thick slice baby’s bottom
5 To the rear, nautically
10 First of all
14 June honoree
15 Fiasco
17 Taunt
18 Pennsylvania and Park, e.g.
22 Elephant of children’s lit.
27 Burden
28 Ad puff
32 Not so much
34 One of Alcott’s “Little Women”
35 “Singie Bellas” conveyance
38 Dimmer
39 Pie —— mode

DILBERT

HELLO
I’M A R A T.

THIS IS A CONSULTING COMPANY.
WE’LL PAY YOU $5000 PER YEAR TO WORK FOR US.

BILL AMEND

I’M MORE INTERESTED IN INVESTMENT DANGERING.

FOXTROT

A H, LABOR DAY, NOTHING TO DO BUT KICK BACK IN THE 60s APPROACH.

22 AH, LABOR DAY NOTHING TO DO BUT WATCH MOVIES AT THE MILL.

23 Ironic that for the one person in this henge who’s actually gone through labor.

24 Aurora Borealis

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

15 42

20 36

25 37

29 42

31 44

Answer to any three clues in this puzzle are available by touch tone phone: 1-900-420-5655 (75¢ per minute).

Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday crosswords from the last 50 years. (800) 782-1965.

Puzzle by Sidney L. Robbins

32 Covering for a baby’s bottom
33 Ad puff
34 Hawaiian garment
36 The jig is up
38 Printery measures
40 Baby-faced
42 Most skilled
43 Wall Street operator, for short
45 This one’s a whopper
46 Ad puff
47 Pitch

DOWN

51 “Pal Joey” writer John
55 15th or so
57 Best of Sunday crosswords from the last 50 years. (800) 782-1965

Answers to any three clues in this puzzle are available by touch tone phone: 1-900-420-5655 (75¢ per minute).

Puzzle by Sidney L. Robbins

52 “Comin’”
53 Ice pellets
54 Bright thought
55 Archer Williams
56 Bigtime gas brand

29 Schmiem
30 Misnomer
31 Dilett
32 Modify to fit
33 Spirit of St. Louis
34 Mother of Pearl
36 Site of the atomic bomb test
37 City (Dover’s nickname)
38 Historical records
40 Yuppie’s auto

DILBERT
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AN D SO ZUCCHI HEADS DOWN THE GREENBACK ROAD, AND SOON FOUND HIMSELF IN THE MIDDLE OF THICK AND LUSH GREENERY.
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Irish start off conference season with two blowouts

By KATHLEEN O'BRIEN
Sports Writer

The national volleyball ranking proved accurate this week-end as Georgia beat Notre Dame, ranked 16th, 15-3 in game four and 15-8 in game five. The Bulldogs came into the contest with a 1-0 record while the Irish were 0-2. "Our blocking was very good," said senior Lindsay Treadwell. "Because of that, we really forced their hitters into a lot of errors. In games four and five, we played with a lot of confidence and poise." Georgia had nearly as many errors as kills, leading to a decisive two-set victory. The Irish were led by the play of senior captain Lindsey Treadwell, who had no errors in the match; sophomore Christi Girton, who recorded 17 kills; and sophomore setter Denise Boylan, who had 40 assists.

Senior Lindsay Treadwell goes on the offensive in Saturday's match against Georgia. The Irish beat the Bulldogs in five games.

Coming up big serving for Notre Dame were Treadwell and freshmen Kristy Kreher and Marcie Bombak. Georgia was led by the play of Kathy Vos, who had 24 kills and 50 total attempts. Colorado beat the Irish for the second straight year, relying on the experience and the play of Shamrock Invitational MVP Sarah Lodge. The match was much better than the first two matches, although the Buffaloes came out on top.

The Observer/Jeff Hsu

Irish Big East opener squeezes Orangemen

By ANTHONY BIANCO
Sports Writer

It was a different team, a different field and the first Big East match-up, but for the Irish, it was the same game Saturday when they defeated the Orangemen at Syracuse, 3-1. Notre Dame, ranked sixth in the conference, improves to 2-0 on the season (1-0 in the Big East) while Syracuse, ranked seventh in the Big East, drops to 2-1. The Irish have been focusing all season on winning games with an aggressive forward line. That continued Saturday as Notre Dame won the first two games 15-6 and 15-3. The fighting Irish on Friday, but came a more experienced foe in the Irish were unable to over-power their experience. Georgia had nearly as many errors as it did kills, leading to a decisive two-set victory. The Irish were led by the play of senior captain Lindsey Treadwell, who had no errors in the match; sophomore Christi Girton, who recorded 17 kills; and sophomore setter Denise Boylan, who had 40 assists.
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Coming up big serving for Notre Dame were Treadwell and freshmen Kristy Kreher and Marcie Bombak. Georgia was led by the play of Kathy Vos, who had 24 kills and 50 total attempts. Colorado beat the Irish for the second straight year, relying on the experience and the play of Shamrock Invitational MVP Sarah Lodge. The match was much better than the first two matches, although the Buffalo's appeared to be the better team. The Irish were led by the play of senior captain Lindsey Treadwell, who had no errors in the match; sophomore Christi Girton, who recorded 17 kills; and sophomore setter Denise Boylan, who had 40 assists.
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Irish start off conference season with two blowouts

By BRIAN KESSLER
Assistant Sports Editor

This weekend, the Notre Dame women's soccer team continued its winning ways by blowing out two Big East opponents on Alumni Field by a combined score of 16-1. In the home opener on Friday, the Irish battled a West Virginia squad that was much improved from a year ago. West Virginia was confident heading into the contest, but the Irish demonstrated why they are the second-ranked team in the country. "I think we played really well on Friday," said sophomore defender Kelly Lindsey. "We were coming off a rocky start at Michigan State, but I think we proved that we are at least as good a team as last year." The Irish didn't get off to a shut until six minutes into the contest, but junior forward Jenny Heft finally put Notre Dame on the board at 15:10 when she beat West Virginia goalkeeper Stacey Adams to the ball and knocked home Meetis Erikson's pass for a 1-0 advantage. Heft was brilliant for the Irish in the first half. "The girl is just amazing," said Lindsey. "She played really well for us and stepped up her game when we needed it." Less than five minutes after her goal, Heft crossed the ball to junior forward Jenny Sterzefski, who headed it in for a 2-0 lead. Heft struck again at 30:40 when she netted a goal that was assisted by Erikson and Anne Makiinen. The Irish went 4-0 on an own goal at 37:20. In the second half, Notre Dame picked up where they left off, scoring three more goals to finish off the 7-0 shutout. Sterzefski netted a pair of goals at 51:32 and 64:13 to complete the hat trick. "She's a real leader on the field," said Lindsey. "She's one of those players who every follows when she steps up her play." Her second goal of the evening came on another header from Erikson, while her third was driven past Adams. Heft closed out her hat trick and the scoring for the Irish by knocking home a Makiinen pass.
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